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1. Introduction {#adfm202004615-sec-0010}
===============

The threats coming from microorganisms, viruses and bacteria are getting more frequent and more devastating lately, primarily due to the highly increased mobility of people and goods, which enhances the spread of infections. One may have in mind the outbreak of SARS‐CoV in 2004^\[^ [^1^](#adfm202004615-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [^2^](#adfm202004615-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [^3^](#adfm202004615-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [^4^](#adfm202004615-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^5^](#adfm202004615-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [^6^](#adfm202004615-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ of H1N1 in 2009,^\[^ [^7^](#adfm202004615-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#adfm202004615-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [^9^](#adfm202004615-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and the Ebola virus in 2018.^\[^ [^10^](#adfm202004615-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^11^](#adfm202004615-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#adfm202004615-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ In the case of bacteria, the O104:H4 strain of *Escherichia coli* ^\[^ [^13^](#adfm202004615-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [^14^](#adfm202004615-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#adfm202004615-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [^16^](#adfm202004615-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ caused causalities, but the danger is also coming from antibiotics resistant species like *Legionella* bacteria,^\[^ [^17^](#adfm202004615-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [^18^](#adfm202004615-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [^19^](#adfm202004615-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ *Klebsiella pneumoniae*,^\[^ [^20^](#adfm202004615-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [^21^](#adfm202004615-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [^22^](#adfm202004615-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [^23^](#adfm202004615-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and *Staphylococcus aureus*.^\[^ [^24^](#adfm202004615-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [^25^](#adfm202004615-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^26^](#adfm202004615-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [^27^](#adfm202004615-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

The most sinister actuality is the pandemic outbreak of Covid‐19, caused by the highly contagious coronavirus SARS‐CoV‐2. It has rapidly spread worldwide, leading to infections on a millions‐scale, along with hundreds of thousands of human losses.^\[^ [^28^](#adfm202004615-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

As if today, the world is far behind in finding an efficient fight against this disease. Our society needs to employ all possible means in reducing the number of infections and mortalities.

In this struggle, one possibility is to create specialized surfaces, which by photophysical effects could damage and disable airborne pathogens such as bacteria and viruses,^\[^ [^29^](#adfm202004615-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ as well as SARS‐CoV‐2. The bactericidal‐virucidal surfaces suggested herein have potential applications in air filtering systems such as air conditioners, and most importantly in the fabrication of personal protective masks. Filters made of photocatalytic materials that generate high levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon UV light illumination, could not only efficiently inactivate airborne pathogens, but would also offer the benefits of reusability.

From this perspective, TiO~2~‐based photocatalytic materials represent a very promising solution for the above‐mentioned field of applications.^\[^ [^30^](#adfm202004615-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [^31^](#adfm202004615-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [^32^](#adfm202004615-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [^33^](#adfm202004615-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [^34^](#adfm202004615-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [^35^](#adfm202004615-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [^36^](#adfm202004615-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Most explicitly, enhanced photocatalytic properties are expected from nanoparticular forms of TiO~2~, such as TiO~2~ nanoparticles (TiO~2~NPs) and 1D TiO~2~ nanostructures, like nanowires (TiO~2~NWs) or nanotubes (TiO~2~NTs), which offer a much larger specific surface area than bulk and polycrystalline counterparts.^\[^ [^37^](#adfm202004615-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [^38^](#adfm202004615-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ It has been demonstrated that the high surface‐to‐volume ratio of 1D TiO~2~ nanostructures leads to a marked decrease in the hole--electron recombination rate, as well as to a faster interfacial charge carrier transfer rate. Both of these factors are favorable for enhancing the photocatalytic activity of 1D nanoparticular forms of TiO~2~.^\[^ [^39^](#adfm202004615-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

It is also worth mentioning that, due to free electrons' high mobility in the air, both virus‐laden water microdroplets and single airborne microorganisms often accumulate a noticeable negative charge. Therefore, the high dielectric constant of TiO~2~---with its concomitant large charge‐storage capacity---contributes to the enhanced electrostatic precipitation of the droplets on the nonwoven network of TiO~2~NWs. Moreover, the presence of numerous Ti^3+^ sites on the surface or TiO~2~NWs, previously reported by us,^\[^ [^40^](#adfm202004615-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ is highly favorable for water adsorption, leading to super‐hydrophilicity at the macroscale.^\[^ [^41^](#adfm202004615-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Therefore, the super‐hydrophilicty of TiO~2~NWs‐based filtering materials causes water droplets to adhere and spread on the TiO~2~ surface, aiding in filtration.

Thus, all things considered, the TiO~2~NWs are very suitable for preparing larger photocatalytic surfaces because they also have an ideal shape for assembly into nanoporous aerogel membranes.^\[^ [^42^](#adfm202004615-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ We here report on the feasibility of producing a reusable photocatalytically active filter paper from TiO~2~NWs. We also provide a thorough characterization of this composite material in terms of its high propensity toward photogeneration of ROS, and the degradation of microbiological pathogens.

2. Results and Discussion {#adfm202004615-sec-0020}
=========================

2.1. Synthesis {#adfm202004615-sec-0030}
--------------

The herein presented elaboration of a practical and reliable large‐scale synthesis of TiO~2~NWs represents a breakthrough strategy toward the fabrication of photocatalytic materials suitable for preparing easily sterilizable air filters, including reusable protective masks.

Titanium oxide nanowires are normally attained via hydrothermal synthesis, where nanoparticles of TiO~2~ are treated in a closed vessel at high pressures of 140--200 °C during several days of reaction time (see **Figure** [**1**a](#adfm202004615-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).^\[^ [^43^](#adfm202004615-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [^44^](#adfm202004615-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [^45^](#adfm202004615-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [^46^](#adfm202004615-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Unfortunately, the yield of such synthesis is very low, several few gramms per run, which is a strong handicap for large scale applications.

![a) SEM image of an assembly of titanate NWs (H~2~Ti~3~O~7~), the precursor of TiO~2~ anatase NWs. b) The upscale of the synthesis occasioned titanate NWs production on kg per day level; c) the processing (spreading and thermal treatment) results in a filter paper of TiO~2~ NWs. The inset shows TEM image of the fused NWs as the result of calcination procedure.](ADFM-9999-2004615-g001){#adfm202004615-fig-0001}

Through an original synthesis method,^\[^ [^42^](#adfm202004615-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ production has been greatly upscaled. In a base solution, Ti containing starting material is added, and the mixture is heated in a base resistive vessel to 70 °C. A shear mixing results the formation of a high fraction of mesoporous titanates, ans a lower fraction of macroporous material. The textural properties can be tuned by temperature, with and by the time of shear mixing. After the synthesis, the jelly titanium oxide composite (see Figure [1b](#adfm202004615-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) is transferred into a press or centrifuge to separate it from the residues of the reaction. In a single shot the quantity of titanate NWs is in the 0.3--1 kg range.

The NWs can be processed into films by doctor blading, screen printing, filtering, dip coating, and spin coating with a thickness less than 2 μm.^\[^ [^47^](#adfm202004615-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ The film can be removed from the support if the support is a hydrophobic material. After air drying at 120 °C, calcination and phase transformation from titanate to anatase to rutile occur within a range of 400--1000 °C range.^\[^ [^48^](#adfm202004615-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ It results in a freestanding, flexible film, which---depending on the thickness---could be even transparent.^\[^ [^49^](#adfm202004615-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Note that the calcination fuses the TiO~2~NWs together (see the inset to Figure [1c](#adfm202004615-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and the Supporting Information), thus resulting in a filter paper, which does not release nanostructures under normal flow conditions.^\[^ [^37^](#adfm202004615-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

This film of TiO~2~NWs filter paper is the starting structure for all water and air filters which, by UV illumination, could be disinfected from viruses, bacteria, and generally all organic species. Here below, the efficiency of TiO~2~NWs and the filter is demonstrated by the photocatalytic ROS generation, as well as the corresponding high potential for DNA degradation and annihilation of *E. coli*, the gold‐standard bacteria.

2.2. The Principle {#adfm202004615-sec-0040}
------------------

The principle of the filter papers operation is illustrated in **Figure** [**2**](#adfm202004615-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. The pore‐sizes of the filter can be tuned during its fabrication process by modifying both the thickness and density of the filter paper (See Figure S2 of Supporting Information). This can allow for the efficient trapping of pathogens of different sizes, including the smallest viruses (Figure [2a](#adfm202004615-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![a) The SEM image of the surface of the TiO~2~NWs filter overlapped with the schematic representations of the example germs to be filtered out. b) Schematic illustration of photocatalytical processes leading to ROS generation at the humid surface of TiO~2~NWs. The resulting photogenerated ROS inactivate all the microbial targets in its proximity.](ADFM-9999-2004615-g002){#adfm202004615-fig-0002}

An important characteristic of the TiO~2~ is its high dielectric constant (**ε**) in the 70--80 range, which defines the polaronic nature of the electronic charges in the material.^\[^ [^50^](#adfm202004615-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ A high **ε** value is important for the filtering material, since it facilitates wetting the filter\'s surface by droplets of water or saliva, which could carry the germs.

It is worth mentioning that the presence of moisture, even in the form of humidity traces, is essential for the photocatalytic and antimicrobial activities of the filter paper. It is therefore widely accepted that in an aqueous milieu and upon UV illumination, the TiO~2~---based photocatalytic materials efficiently generate the so‐called ROS---that is, hydroxyl radicals (OH**^∙^**), hydroperoxyl radicals (HO~2~ **^∙^**), hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~), singlet oxygen (^1^O~2~), and superoxide radicals (O~2~ **^−∙^**).^\[^ [^51^](#adfm202004615-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ In particular, the UV‐light excited TiO~2~ nanoparticles convert the incident photons into electron/hole pairs. These can either recombine, or migrate to the particle\'s surface, where they can generate ROS and/or activate redox processes.^\[^ [^52^](#adfm202004615-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ The plausible mechanisms of photogeneration of various forms of ROS during the UV‐light induced stepwise oxidation of water (H~2~O), and stepwise reduction of oxygen (O~2~) taking place on the surface of the TiO~2~NWs, are schematically illustrated in Figure [2b](#adfm202004615-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.

In general, OH**^∙^** radicals are considered the most powerful oxidizing species.^\[^ [^53^](#adfm202004615-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [^54^](#adfm202004615-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ They are also believed to be the first responsible for the photodegradation processes of organic micropollutants in aqueous solutions. Although concomitantly photogenerated superoxide radicals (O~2~ **^−∙^**) have less oxidizing properties, they still can lead to the formation of other active ROS, including singlet oxygen (^1^O~2~), which is also very potent.^\[^ [^51^](#adfm202004615-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

The efficiency of the TiO~2~NWs and the composed filter paper in producing ROS is demonstrated using several experimental techniques, including electron spin resonance (ESR), degeneration of a biological molecule (DNA) detected by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and gel electrophoresis, as well as by the photocatalytic annihilation of *E. coli* cells tracked by survival counting using UV illumination.

2.3. ESR Study of the ROS Generation on TiO~2~NWs Surface upon UV Illumination {#adfm202004615-sec-0050}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The documentation of ROS is a defiant task because of their short lifetime, of the order of 10^−10^ to 10^−6^ s. One of the best methods is to convert them into stable radicals, which could be easily, selectively, and sensitively identified ESR spectroscopy.^\[^ [^55^](#adfm202004615-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ This method is based on spin‐trapping molecules which react with ROS and change their spin state: either the existing spins are scavenged or they produce stable spin‐adducts. Their spectra can be easily integrated and their concentration measured.

The propensity of the herein synthesized TiO~2~NWs‐based composite to photogenerated ROS was checked in the aqueous milieu using a custom‐designed photoreactor (details in the Supporting Information). The sketch of the corresponding experimental setup is overviewed in **Figure** [**3**a](#adfm202004615-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, with more details given in Supporting Information. Specifically, the inner wall of the tubular photoreactor was covered with the TiO~2~NWs‐based composite material, thus forming a photocatalytic lining. The built‐in commercially‐available UV lamp (Hamatsu, λ = 365 nm of 16 mW cm^−2^) served as a UV light source for inducing the photocatalytic processes at the surface of the TiO~2~NWs‐based photocatalytic lining.

![a) Illustration of how ESR can detect and differentiate ROS by using targeted spin traps. Here the TEMPOL molecule loses its spin upon reaction with OH**^.^** radicals produced upon UV illumination. The experiment is performed in a photocatalytic cell, where aqueous solution of TEMPOL is circulated, and, when TEMPOL molecules come in close proximity to the TiO~2~NWs photocatalytic lining, they are oxidized and become ESR‐silent. b) ESR spectra of TEMPOL progressively diminish with increasing illumination time (acquired over 120 min time). c) Zoom on the low‐field part of the hyperfine spectrum, which shows the 15‐fold decrease of the TEMPOL signal with illumination time, as well as the appearance of TEMPONE at 3225 G.](ADFM-9999-2004615-g003){#adfm202004615-fig-0003}

The stable nitroxide radical, 4‐hydroxy‐2,2,6,6‐tetramethylpiperidine‐1‐oxyl (called TEMPOL), was used as a target molecule for the photogenerated OH**^∙^** and O~2~ **^−∙^** radicals. It is well known that the ESR‐active TEMPOL is a water‐soluble antioxidant, reportedly acting as a superoxide dismutase (SOD) mimicking agent.^\[^ [^56^](#adfm202004615-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ In particular, reactive pathways of TEMPOL with O~2~ **^−∙^** and OH**^∙^** radicals have been reported to introduce structural changes at the 1‐ and 4‐positions of the TEMPOL molecule, respectively.^\[^ [^57^](#adfm202004615-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [^58^](#adfm202004615-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Acting in concert, these structural changes induce both the decay of the ESR‐active TEMPOL, as well as the concurrent formation of another ESR‐active radical, 4‐oxo‐TEMPO, i.e., TEMPONE. In Figure [3](#adfm202004615-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} photocatalytic decomposition of TEMPOL is shown (the TEMPONE case is given in the Supporting Information).

In aqueous solutions, TEMPOL reveal easily detectable ESR spectra, which are characteristic for NO‐centered radicals bearing one unpaired electron (*S* = 1/2). In particular, the corresponding ESR signals consist of three well resolved features resulting from the ^14^N atom‐related hyperfine splitting (*I* = 1). Due to small differences in hyperfine splitting constants---*A* ^14^ ~N~, and spectroscopic ***g***‐factor values, of 17.1 G/*g* = 2.0057 for TEMPOL and 16.1 G/*g* = 2.0056 for TEMPONE---these two nitroxide radicals can be very easily distinguished.

The time‐course of 0--120 min for the photocatalytic decomposition of TEMPOL in the presence of the synthesized TiO~2~NWs--based photocatalytic material is shown in Figure [3b](#adfm202004615-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. As can be seen, the characteristic ESR signal of TEMPOL rapidly decays as a function of time of exposure to the UV light in the photoreactor. Over 120 min of the exposure time, the overall ESR signal intensity of TEMPOL decays by a factor of ≈15. With the photoinactivation of TEMPOL, a concurrent process of the formation of TEMPONE can also be observed (Figure [3c](#adfm202004615-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the weak signal at 3255 G). These two processes---the decay of TEMPOL and the progressive increase of TEMPONE---prove that under UV light exposure the herein synthesized TiO~2~NWs‐based photocatalytic material generates O~2~ **^−∙^** and OH**^∙^** radicals.

2.4. AFM and Electrophoresis Demonstration of the DNA Rupturing by ROS {#adfm202004615-sec-0060}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

After demonstrating that TiO~2~NWs can very efficiently generate ROS, we checked its effect on an important biomolecule, the DNA, in an experimental configuration described in the Supporting Information. We used a commercial DNA pUC19, which after treatment with an enzyme remain stayed open, and not supercoiled, with a length of 913 nm. A suitable solution of TiO~2~NWs and DNA was exposed to 365 nm UV radiation (see sketch in **Figure** [**4**a](#adfm202004615-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), with a particular cycle (30 s of irradiation followed by 2 min of shaking and rotation without irradiation) to avoid overheating which could lead to false results.

![The capability of ROS generated at the surface of TiO~2~NWs upon UV illumination to degrade biomolecules is illustrated in the case of strands of DNA. a) The suspension of TiO~2~NWs and DNA was illuminated, then centrifuged. Samples for AFM and gel electrophoresis were pipetted from the top of the suspension. b) The AFM images of the DNA molecules deposited on a mica surface show their progressive fractionalization with increasing illumination times. c) The photocatalytic degradation of the DNA is confirmed by electrophoresis; also shown are the two control experiments for DNA suspensions in the absence of contact with TiO~2~NWs, performed in the dark and under UV light (only photolysis).](ADFM-9999-2004615-g004){#adfm202004615-fig-0004}

Variable exposure times to UV illumination were employed: 3, 5, 10, and 15 min. The TiO~2~/DNA solution was finally deposited, with a suitable procedure, see Supporting Information paragraph 4, on a smooth mica substrate for AFM observation.

The AFM imaging technique made it possible to observe the presence or disappearance of the DNA strands in a very local area. In particular, the tapping mode AFM images shown in Figure [4b](#adfm202004615-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} clearly demonstrate that, with increasing illumination times, the DNA strands are being progressively degraded and, after 10 min of exposure, only their debris could be detected.

This observation is concomitant with the gel electrophoresis experiment. DNA strands and their fragments migrate through the agarose gel with different velocities, *v*, where *v = E*  × *z/f*. These velocities result from the differences in the strength of the local electric field (*E*), the net charge (*z*), and the friction force (*f*). The latter parameter, *f*, is a quantity dependent on the DNA strand size.

The location of the DNA strands and their fragments in the gel was visualized by means of attaching a suitable fluorescent dye, GelRed from Biotium. One can see (Figure [4c](#adfm202004615-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) that in the case of no UV exposure, the DNA strands are slowly spreading in the gel due to their large sizes and important friction. In contrast, due to low friction from their small size, after 15 min of UV exposure small DNA debris quickly moved to the upper side of the gel.

As can also be seen in Figure [4c](#adfm202004615-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, the control electrophoresis experiments for DNA suspended in distilled water, in the absence of contact with TiO~2~NWs and performed both in the dark and under UV light illumination, did not reveal any marked fragmentation of the DNA strands. Thus, the potential photolytic impact of the uniquely employed UV light turned out to be quite negligible as compared to the synergetic photocatalytic action of TiO~2~NWs and UV illumination.

In brief, the electrophoresis experiments performed on the DNA strands corroborate the ESR and AFM studies results, which both point to the strength of TiO~2~NWs photocatalytic action when exposed to UV light illumination.

2.5. The Efficiency of the TiO~2~NWs Photocatalytic Filter in the Case of *E. Coli* {#adfm202004615-sec-0070}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The next step was testing the TiO~2~NWs‐based filters performance in killing microorganisms. By the filtering action, these can be stopped as they adhere to the fibers of humid TiO~2~NWs. Humidity is always present under typical daily conditions, especially if such a filter paper is used for air‐conditioning applications, where, after switching the air‐conditioner off, the water condensation commonly occurs. Such an environment is therefore favorable for bacterial proliferation, unless it is disinfected by UV light.

Here, we used the reference bacteria for such studies, the *E. coli*. From a bacterial suspension of known concentration of 2 × 10^8^ CFU per mL, a volume of 5 µL was dropped on the filter surface (see the illustration in **Figure** [**5**a](#adfm202004615-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}) and exposed to illumination at 365 nm wavelength from a UV light source with a power density of 16 mW cm^−2^, for discrete time intervals of 20, 60, 100, and 200 s. After each illumination run, the *E. coli* was washed off the membranes by placing them in Eppendorf tubes containing physiological salt, and rinsing for 60 min to retrieve the survived cells back into solution. Next, serial dilutions were prepared from the solution containing cells/membrane, and 10 µL of each dilution was spotted on LB agar plates. Agar plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C. The cell concentration per mL (CFU per mL) was extrapolated from the colonies counted at the appropriate spots for TiO~2~NWs membrane, from which the survival rate could be determined. In the control experiment, non‐UV exposed *E. coli* bacteria were washed off the TiO~2~NWs filter paper and underwent the same protocol, thus making it possible to reproduce the initial concentration of bacteria.

![The effect of the TiO~2~NWs photocatalytic filter on E. coli bacteria. a) Scheme showing E. coli bacteria deposited on the humid surface of the TiO~2~NWs filter and exposed to UV light. b) SEM image of the TiO~2~NWs photocatalytic filter with the deposited E. coli bacteria acquired after 30 s of UV‐light exposure; the most heavily damaged bacteria are indicated by the yellow stars. c) The comparison of the TiO~2~NWs filter\'s bacterial inactivation performance, and the control surface of the humid Teflon filter, performed by bacterial count at discrete illumination times.](ADFM-9999-2004615-g005){#adfm202004615-fig-0005}

As can be seen in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Figure [5b](#adfm202004615-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, already after the initial exposure to UV light for 30 s, numerous damaged bacteria could be identified, as highlighted by the yellow stars in this figure. Clearly, the actual population of nonviable (inactivated) cells was markedly larger.

Consequently, for the experiment performed on the surface of the TiO~2~NWs filter paper, after 60 s of UV light exposure one can hardly identify any bacteria which could still proliferate (red trace in Figure [5c](#adfm202004615-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Although the control experiment performed with *E. coli* bacteria on the wet Teflon filter surface reveals some photodegradation (blue trace in Figure [5c](#adfm202004615-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), the actual degree of bacterial photoinactivation is definitely noncommensurable with the one observed for the TiO~2~NWs‐based photocatalytic filter. This points to the extreme efficiency of our TiO~2~NWs filter paper in killing bacteria. This filter paper may also kill other microbial pathogens, such as viruses, which can be filtered out and photocatalytically inactivated at its surface.

One could also notice that the deleterious effects of UV exposures are occurring at different timescales: for the ESR experiments with TEMPOL it is of 120 min, while for the *E. coli* bacteria it rather happens on a timescale of 120 s. This is due to the fact that ROS, although extremely reactive, are short‐lived, and correspondingly, their radius of action is very limited. Thus, the mutual distances between the biological species and TiO~2~NWs are important. The *E. coli* bacteria are anchored to the filter surface, so the effect of ROS is very efficient, while for the ESR, the organic molecules pass by in flow condition. For the AFM and electrophoresis studies, the DNA and TiO~2~NWs are in a confined space, and the timescale is intermediate to the two other configurations.

3. Conclusion and Outlook {#adfm202004615-sec-0080}
=========================

The immediate importance of such a filter is rendered by the Covid‐19 crisis urgency, which has rapidly spread into a pandemic. Since the transmission routes of its vector, SARS‐CoV‐2 virus, are still far from understood, wearing personal protective masks is of great importance.^\[^ [^59^](#adfm202004615-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Moreover, according to some health experts, the currently used disposable facemasks do not block all pathogens, neither can they inactivate the viruses. Thus, used and discarded masks can even become a vector for disease, especially if the virus survives on a disposable mask.

Therefore, easily sterilizable and reusable masks with antiviral properties could provide a potent prevention tool against the rapid spread of SARS‐CoV‐2 and other coronaviruses that have evolved into more severe illnesses such as SARS and MERS. We estimate that such a TiO~2~ NWs based light‐sterilizable mask may be reused more than 1000 times. A prototype of such a mask has been developed and is shown in **Figure** [**6**](#adfm202004615-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. Evidently, this design addresses an impending mask shortage crisis. In addition, it should also reduce the environmental and public health issues related to the millions of masks discarded daily worldwide outside of the medical environment, where infectious and hazardous medical waste is properly treated and disposed.

![The reusable protective mask designed around the TiO~2~NWs‐based filter paper. a) Photo of the mask prototype in which the TiO~2~NWs filter paper is attached to a 3D‐printed plastic frame. b) Photo of the mask prototype during its disinfection under 365 nm UV illumination. The filtered germs are inactivated by ROS, formed in the photocatalytic reaction on the surface of the filter material. c) Photo of the reusable protective mask prototype in real conditions (courtesy of Swoxid S.A.).](ADFM-9999-2004615-g006){#adfm202004615-fig-0006}

As of today, the technology we propose, exclusively under laboratory conditions, will allow for the filter production capacity of about 100--200 m^2^ per week. This is enough to fabricate 40 000--80 000 reusable masks monthly. Clearly, there is no upper limit of this technology for an industrial production line. It should be mentioned that such a nanoporous photocatalytic filter can also be used for other purposes, such as air conditioners and water purification.^\[^ [^60^](#adfm202004615-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^
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